Prospect (Non Buyers)

Wait 30 minutes (Day 0)
Subject: Did we miss you order?
Body:

Hey,

I just wanted to check and make sure we did not
miss your order for the 8 Figure Funnel Formula
book?

If you need the link to grab your book just go here <— link

I know sometimes tech things can create issues
when finalizing your order so I wanted to make
sure to give you the link once more.

Additionally I want to say THANK YOU for getting
your copy of my book.

I truly believe if you are an absolute beginner who’s
never had any success online - this book can help
you!

…. I also feel that if you’ve had some success, but
are looking for ways to grow and create an even
more profitable business - this book can help
you!

How cool is that?

Ok well once again here’s the link to finish your
order for the book. <— link

- SIGNATURE

PS: If you did already complete your order well
congrats on getting your book and I look forward
to helping you!


Day 1
Subject: No book? Is this why?
Body:

Hey,

I want to level with you right now ok?

It’s my full intent to get my 8 Figure Funnel Formula
book in your hands.

I believe it will change lives… 

So here’s the link to get your copy <— link

Now I know you started to place your order, but
something held you back.

Let’s talk about that word that kills success.

FEAR

I know I know… we hate to say it out loud, but
we all know it affects every decision we make
in our lives.

… so if you held back out of FEAR please 
remember that no successful person got there
by fearing failure.

Failure only comes to those who completely
give-up, and as you’ll find in my book when
you get it - that’s not an option.

I believe this book helps people break through
fears and smash success right in the face. <— link

The first thing you need to be a successful 
online business owner is a funnel.

Why learn anything else until you’ve learned
this?

Nothing else really matters to be honest.

This book will show you some proven 6 step
formula to building my 8 figure funnels.

So let’s not let FEAR hold you back?

… let’s not let it rob you of success.

Instead let’s smash it in the face together
because once you get my book i’ll be here
to help you and guide you.

Get your book now <— link
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Day 2
Subject: Removing book… Final Chance!?
Body:

Hey,

Ok well this is the final time ill be asking you
to make sure to get your copy of my book, 
8 Figure Funnel Formula.

Here’s the link to the book <— link

There are only 2 reasons I can possibly think
of that you would not already have this book and
that’s maybe a tech issue or you simply FEAR
that it might not work.

We’ve addressed both of those concerns in my
previous emails so what’s left?

There’s really no reason at all…

…. the book is as close to free as you can get
right?

So it certainly can’t be a money thing.

Making a nominal investment in your business
is, after all, the smart thing to do.

I know life sometimes gets in the way and hey
sometimes we just need “time” to think about
what direction we want to go.

…. and that’s cool.

That’s why I am giving you one last chance to
get your copy of the 8 Figure Funnel Formula
right now.

Here’s your final link to grab the book <— link

Enjoy!
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